This Appendix consists of three parts. Firstly, we provide a program-level matching table of collateral categories provided by the Fed to bilateral repo haircut data. Secondly, we summarize the haircuts the Fed applied to collateral brought to the emergency facilities. Thirdly, we provide a detailed description of the data construction process for each of the three programs.
Matching Fed Collateral Categories to Bilateral Repo Haircuts
The following three tables show the match of bilateral repo haircut data to collateral categories provided by the Fed. We seek to match each Fed collateral category to every repo haircut category that could contain the collateral in question. In other words, we pick the haircut data categories so as to maximize the probability that the true haircut is included in the match. This minimizes the probability of missing a haircut change, but potentially introduces noise by including irrelevant haircut changes. Our goal is to construct a panel dataset with date-borrower-collateral level information on the amount of collateral brought to the Fed against emergency loans. The target data format is illustrated in Table 5 . With this panel in hand, we can back out daily, weekly, biweekly changes for each borrower-collateral type observation. In what follows we describe in detail the data construction process for each of the three programs.
Collateral Rating

PDCF
The PDCF loans were all made with overnight maturity. For each loan the Fed reports the collateral brought to the Fed, categorized both by type and by rating. Transforming the data to our desired format amounts to just reshaping the original file. Table 6 illustrates the raw data format for the PDCF. 
TSLF
The reporting methodology makes the TSLF data tougher to handle.
At each date when a loan was made, the Fed reports the then-current total outstanding collateral in a given category. They Fed does not report the incremental amount of collateral brought to the Fed against the new loan. Put differently, the total amount of collateral reported at a given time consists of collateral corresponding to different maturity loans. Therefore we have to back out the incremental quantity brought to the Fed, knowing the maturities and collateral composition of loans already outstanding.
Consider the illustration in Table 7 . For the second loan, made on 9/12/2008, we know exactly the amount of ABS collateral brought to the Fed. When the next loan is made on 9/18/2008, we need to subtract out the already outstanding collateral in a given category. In this instance, we would find that on 9/18/2008 RBS Securities brought an incremental $636 of ABS collateral, and an incremental $104 of Other MBS collateral. We keep track of the maturity of the loans and assume the collateral is removed from the Fed the moment a loan matures.
Complicating this calculation is the ability of borrowers to substitute out collateral. In some instances, when a new loan is made, the amount collateral outstanding in a category is reported as lower than last time, even though the previous loan is still in effect. This is illustrated in Table  7 with the loan made on 4/18/2008. Even though loan made on 4/11/2008 was still outstanding, the amount of ABS collateral is lower than before was made.
From the aggregate data provided we can't tell how much of the existing ABS collateral was substituted out, and how much represents collateral for the new loan. To construct the collateralborrower level panel we assume that collateral brought to the Fed against a given loan will stay there for the duration of the loan. At each next date when a loan is made, and one or more existing loans are still in effect, we back out the incremental change in collateral outstanding in the category. If this quantity is positive (which is almost always true) we assume this incremental quantity will be at the Fed for the duration of the new loan. At the maturity date of each loan we assume the collateral is taken out from the Fed.
With these incremental changes in hand, we can construct a date-bank-collateral level panel.
Note that while in the Fed data the TSLF loans are reported separately for Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 collateral, the collateral outstanding fields duplicate the same data. 
TAF
Processing the TAF data is tougher still. For each TAF loan made, the Fed reports the pro-rata amount of unencumbered collateral outstanding at the discount window at the time the loan was made. Borrowers keep some amount of collateral at the Fed and whenever they take out a TAF or a Discount Window (DW) loan and the Fed designates a proportional share of each type of collateral as "encumbered." Borrowers can further move collateral in and out at will.
For our study, we are interested in the amount of a given type of collateral that is encumbered at the Fed. To back out this quantity, we first construct a bank-level time-series of total TAF plus DW borrowing outstanding. Then, at each date when a loan was made we can add the outstanding loan amount to unencumbered collateral to find the total amount of collateral the borrower held at the Fed. Knowing the share of total collateral that's encumbered, we can back out the encumbered share of each collateral category by calculating:
Encumbered Collateral = Unencumbered Collateral * 1 − share unencumbered share unencumbered
To give a concrete example, consider the first loan in Table 8 . Here the borrower, Barclays, took out a TAF loan of $1400 which resulted in total outstanding borrowing of $4200. The total amount of unencumbered collateral was $3077 The share unencumbered is therefore 
